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Two types of spin-polarized clusters confining the motion of oxygen holes in layered cuprates are discussed. 
The first one containing five copper sites has a total spin S = 2, whereas most essential elements of the second one 
are four coppers and it is characterised by S = 3[2. Anisotropic exchange coupling splits the magnetic ground 
state into a sequence of state, which in a natural way provide e.g. an explanation of EPR data for La2Cu04+~ 
compounds, l ' 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The idea of the existenz of spin-polarized clus- 
ters in cuprate superconductors find more and 
more experimental support [1][2]-[6] Two basi- 
cally different situations characterise the motion 
of a hole in the Cu02 plane. First (a) "spin-spin" 
coupling confines the motion around a central- 
ized copper site (1), second (b) the motion goes 
through a square with the centre beeing an inter- 
site copper position (2). 
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Figure 1. Schematic distribution of copper and 
oxygen <r-orbitale at the pentacopper cluster 
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Figure 2. Tetracopper cluster confining oxygen 
hole into the ~-orbitais 
2. CLUSTER CONFIN ING OXYGEN 
HOLE W!TH THE STATE Pb:~ 
Tile wave function for the oxygen hole in case 
(a) has big symmetry. For tile oxygen-copper 
spin-spin coupling one gets 
H~) 2 2 1 _ 2(~jo)] (1) 
and 
H~/= -~to(~o + VS~o) ~ Zo[1- 2(s~£)] (2) 
